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The di↵erential cross-section for boosted top quark pair production is measured in 20.3 fb�1 of6

proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The measurement is performed for7

tt̄ events in the lepton+jets channel, where the hadronically decaying top quark has a transverse8

momentum above 300 GeV. Jet substructure techniques are employed to identify top quarks, which9

are reconstructed with an anti-k
t

jet with radius parameter R = 1.0. The cross-section is reported10

as a function of the hadronically decaying top quark transverse momentum. The observed yield is11

corrected for detector e↵ects to obtain a cross-section at particle-level in a fiducial region close to12

the event selection. A parton-level cross-section extrapolated to the full phase-space is also reported13

for top quarks with transverse momentum above 300 GeV. The predictions of next-to-leading-order14

and leading-order matrix element plus parton shower Monte Carlo generators are found to generally15

overestimate the measured cross-sections.16
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I. INTRODUCTION21

A wide range of theories beyond the Standard Model22

(BSM) predict new phenomena observable at the Large23

Hadron Collider (LHC). Several of the predicted new par-24

ticles, such as vector-like quarks and the supersymmet-25

ric partners of quarks and gluons, are expected to pro-26

duce final states with several jets, often including b-jets,27

lepton(s) and missing transverse energy (Emiss

T

). Top-28

antitop quark (tt̄) production presents a very similar ex-29

perimental signature and, since tt̄ events are produced30

with a high cross-section at the LHC, this process of-31

ten constitutes a dominant background to these searches32

for new physics. An improved understanding of tt̄ pro-33

duction, and a more precise determination of the parton34

distribution functions, would therefore be of great benefit35

to the LHC program. Furthermore, BSM tt̄ production36

mechanisms can distort the top quark transverse momen-37

tum (p
T

) spectrum, in particular at high p
T

(see e.g.38

Ref. [1, 2]). A precise measurement of the boosted top39

quark production rate might reveal a hint of physics be-40

yond the Standard Model. The large number of tt̄ events41

produced so far at the LHC provide a unique opportunity42

to improve our understanding of tt̄ production and test43

the Standard Model (SM) at the TeV scale.44

The first measurements of tt̄ production at the LHC45

have focused on a determination of the inclusive tt̄ cross-46

section. Now that the experimental uncertainties on47

these measurements (see e.g. Ref. [3–5]) are comparable48

to or lower than the theory uncertainties [6–11], the in-49

terest in di↵erential top cross-section measurements has50

gained traction. Measurements of the di↵erential cross-51

⇤
A footnote to the article title

section as a function of the kinematics of the top quark,52

or the top-antitop quark pair, have been performed by53

the ATLAS [12, 13] and CMS collaborations [14–16],54

where the highest top quark p
T

bin in a fully corrected55

measurement corresponds to the interval 350-800 GeV56

[13]. In this paper the first such measurement is per-57

formed using techniques specifically designed to deal with58

the collimated decay topology of boosted top quarks. In59

particular, the hadronic top quark decay is reconstructed60

as a single large-radius (large-R) jet. The selection and61

reconstruction are based on an algorithm developed [17]62

and used in tt̄ resonance searches [18–20]. It increases the63

tt̄ selection e�ciency at high top quark p
T

and extends64

the kinematic reach into the TeV range. This analysis65

utilizes the lepton+jets channel where one W boson de-66

cays hadronically and the other leptonically, assuming67

each top quark decays to a W boson and a b-quark. The68

cross-section is measured as a function of the hadronically69

decaying top quark p
T

. A particle-level cross-section is70

measured in a fiducial region resembling the detector-71

level selections for large-R jet p
T

above 300 GeV. A72

parton-level di↵erential cross-section is also reported as73

a function of the top quark p
T

. It is extrapolated to the74

full kinematic phase space except for a lower limit on top75

quark p
T

of 300 GeV.76

This paper is structured as follows. The analysis strat-77

egy is introduced in Sec. II. This is followed by the de-78

scriptions of the ATLAS detector (Sec. III), the data and79

Monte Carlo (MC) samples used in the analysis (Sec. IV)80

and the object definition and event selection (Sec. V).81

The estimation of the background is presented in Sec. VI.82

The systematic uncertainties a↵ecting the measurement83

are described in Sec. VII followed by a comparison of84

the observed yield to the sum of the signal and back-85

ground expectations in Sec. VIII. The fiducial region at86
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5

7

e+jets µ+jets
tt̄ `+jets 4020 ± 460 3500 ± 400
tt̄ dilepton 227 ± 36 210 ± 26
W+jets 263 ± 50 252 ± 48
single top 136 ± 27 134 ± 25
Multijet 91 ± 17 3 ± 1
Z+jets 34 ± 18 14 ± 8
Dibosons 22 ± 11 18 ± 9
Prediction 4790 ± 540 4130 ± 470
Data 4148 3604

TABLE II. Observed and expected number of events in the
signal e+jets and µ+jets samples. The systematic uncertain-
ties include the background estimates, objects energy scale
and reconstruction e�ciencies, and MC statistics

ther tested by studying the distributions of several vari-590

ables of interest in Fig. 1-2. Each figure shows on the left591

and right the electron and muon channels, respectively.592

The systematic uncertainties on the objects energy scale593

and reconstruction e�ciencies, on the background esti-594

mates, and from MC statistics are shown. Figure 1 shows595

the p
T

of the lepton candidate, the p
T

of the selected596

small-R jet and Emiss

T

. Figure 2 shows kinematic distri-597

butions for the leading large-R jet in the event, i.e. ⌘,598

mass and p
T

. While the prediction generally overesti-599

mates the data, as observed already from Tab. II, the600

shape of each variable is generally well modelled by the601

simulation. Exceptions are the p
T

of the candidate lepton602

and the large-R jet. For these distributions the disagree-603

ment increases with p
T

, with the simulation overestimat-604

ing the data by up to approximately 50% in the highest605

bin. The distribution of the p
T

of the leading large-R606

jets constitutes the input to the unfolding procedure de-607

scribed below.608

IX. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION609

DETERMINATION610

The di↵erential cross-section is measured as a function611

of the p
T

of the particle-level top-jet candidate, defined612

as the leading trimmed large-R jet in the event and in a613

specific fiducial region of phase space close to the event614

selection. Both the large-R jet and the fiducial region615

are defined at the particle-level. The di↵erential cross-616

section is also measured at the parton-level as a function617

of the p
T

of the top quark. The combination of the re-618

sults of e + jets and µ + jets channels is described in619

Sec. IXA. To mimimize the corrections of the observed620

data to the particle level, particles and particle jets are621

defined in a kinematic phase-space that is close to the622

experimental selection for observable objects (fiducial re-623

gion). A second correction extrapolates the result to the624

full parton-level phase space above top quark p
T

> 300625

GeV. The definitions are presented in Sec. IXB. The pro-626

cedures to correct for the detector ine�ciencies and finite627

resolution from the reconstructed to the particle- and628

parton-level are presented in Sec. IXC. The propagation629

of the systematic and statistical uncertainties through630

the unfolding procedure, and their results, are discussed631

in Sec. IXD.632

A. Combination of decay channels633

A combined ` + jets data sample is built by a logi-634

cal “OR” of the e + jets and µ + jets selections at the635

detector-level. The MC samples used to derive simu-636

lated predictions for signal and backgrounds are also sub-637

jected to the combined selection. The resulting combined638

simulated samples are built according to the proportions639

dictated by their respective e�ciency. The data-driven640

backgrounds are derived in each channel independently641

as described in Sec. VI and added to the combined sim-642

ulated predictions. A combined simulated tt̄ sample is643

used to derive the particle and parton fiducial phase644

spaces and the associated unfolding corrections described645

in Sec. IXC. The uncertainties are evaluated based on646

the sum of the events. This approach properly accounts647

for all correlations since e↵ects that are independent be-648

tween channels (e.g. electron scale factors) are accounted649

for only in the specific subsample (e.g. e + jets events),650

while common e↵ects (e.g. jet energy scale) a↵ect the651

full sample, with each channel contributing with the ap-652

propriate weight.653

This combination method is cross-checked by perform-654

ing the unfolding in each channel individually to the655

` + jets phase space described in Sec. IXB and compar-656

ing these alternate cross-section estimates with the one657

based on the combined data.658

B. Particle-level, parton-level and fiducial region659

definitions660

Particle-level corrections to the data are derived using661

leptons and jets from simulated tt̄ events that are con-662

structed using particles, with a mean lifetime greater[75]663

than 0.3 ⇥ 10�10 s, that are directly resulting from pp664

interactions or from subsequent decays of particles with665

a shorter mean lifetime.666

To define the lepton of the particle-level selection, all667

leptons (e, µ, ⌫
e

,⌫
µ

, ⌫
⌧

) from hadron decays are dis-668

carded. The (e, µ,) leptons from ⌧ -lepton decays are669

accepted only if the parent ⌧ lepton is not a hadron de-670

cay product itself. The four-momenta of photons within671

a cone of �R = 0.1 around the electron and muon direc-672

tion are added to those of the leptons.673

Both small-R and large-R jets are reconstructed us-674

ing all particles except for leptons as selected above (i.e.675

muons and neutrinos from hadron decays are included676

in jets) and for any photons associated with the selected677

electrons or muons. The trimming procedure applied to678

detector-level jets described in Sec. V is also applied to679
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(b) Particle to Parton

FIG. 4. (a) Migration matrix between the particle-level p
T,ptcl

and reconstructed detector-level p
T,reco

. (b) Migration matrix
between the generated p

T,parton

and the particle-level p
T,ptcl

. The unit of the matrix elements is the probability (expressed in
percentage) for an event generated at a given value to be reconstructed at another value (each column adds up to 100%). The
combined sample of tt̄ events, selected as described in the text, is used.

is then derived according to:842

d�
t

¯

t

dpk
T,parton

=
Nk

parton

BR�XkL

=
1

BR�XkLfk

parton!ptcl

·
X

i

(M�1)parton,k
ptcl,i

f i

ptcl!parton

N i

ptcl

(4)

843

Similarly to Eqn. 3, N i

ptcl

is the total number of events844

in bin i of p
T,ptcl

that meet the selection requirements845

in the fiducial region described in Sec. IXB, Nk

parton

is846

the number of observed events in bin k of p
T,parton

at847

parton-level in the full phase space, �Xk is the size of848

bin k of the parton-level p
T,parton

(and of p
T,ptcl

) and L849

is the total integrated luminosity of the data sample and850

BR=0.438 [78] is the branching ratio for tt̄ events with851

exactly one of the W bosons, from the decay of the tt̄852

pair, decaying to an electron or a muon or a ⌧ lepton.853

The corrections that are applied to the p
T,ptcl

vari-854

able correspond to similar steps as the ones described to855

derive d�
t

¯

t

/dp
T,ptcl

. They are derived from the nom-856

inal Powheg+Pythia tt̄ sample. First, the factors857

f i

ptcl!parton

correct the p
T,ptcl

spectrum, on a bin-by-bin858

basis, for the tt̄ events that fulfill the fiducial particle-859

level selection requirements, but fail to satisfy those for860

the parton-level selection. The distribution of f i

ptcl!parton

861

is shown in Fig. 3(b).862

Hadronization e↵ects relating p
T,parton

to p
T,ptcl

are863

corrected with the same matrix unfolding procedure used864

for detector e↵ects. This migration matrix Mparton,k

part,i

865

is derived from simulated tt̄ events using the nominal866

Powheg + Pythia sample and is shown in Fig. 4(b)867

for the combined `+ jets sample.868

A final bin-by-bin e�ciency correction factor869

fk

parton!ptcl

is applied in bins of p
T,parton

to correct870

the result from the particle-level to the partonic phase871

space. The distribution of fk

parton!ptcl

is shown in872

Fig. 5(b).873

To test the consistency of the two steps derivation,874

the value of d�
t

¯

t

/dpk
T,parton

is also obtained by directy875

correcting the p
T,reco

distribution to the parton-level ac-876

cording to:877

d�
t

¯

t

dpk
T,parton

=
Nk

parton

BR�XkL =
1

BR�XkLfk

parton!reco

X

j

(M�1)parton,k
reco,j

f j

reco!parton

(N j

reco

�N j

reco,bgnd

),

(5)878

where the selection and background subtraction are per-879

formed at the detector-level as in Eqn. 3. The factors880

f j

reco!parton

correct the p
T,reco

spectrum, on a bin-by-bin881

basis, for the tt̄ events that fulfill the reconstruction selec-882

tion requirements, but fail to satisfy those for the parton-883

level selection. Then the p
T,reco

distribution is corrected884

with the same regularization scheme used above, but885

based on a migration matrix Mparton,k

reco,j

relating p
T,reco

to886

p
T,parton

. Finally, the factor fk

parton!reco

corrects for the887
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FIG. 4. (a) Migration matrix between the particle-level p
T,ptcl

and reconstructed detector-level p
T,reco

. (b) Migration matrix
between the generated p

T,parton

and the particle-level p
T,ptcl

. The unit of the matrix elements is the probability (expressed in
percentage) for an event generated at a given value to be reconstructed at another value (each column adds up to 100%). The
combined sample of tt̄ events, selected as described in the text, is used.

is then derived according to:842

d�
t

¯

t

dpk
T,parton

=
Nk

parton

BR�XkL

=
1

BR�XkLfk

parton!ptcl

·
X

i

(M�1)parton,k
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N i

ptcl

(4)
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Similarly to Eqn. 3, N i

ptcl

is the total number of events844

in bin i of p
T,ptcl

that meet the selection requirements845

in the fiducial region described in Sec. IXB, Nk

parton

is846

the number of observed events in bin k of p
T,parton

at847

parton-level in the full phase space, �Xk is the size of848

bin k of the parton-level p
T,parton

(and of p
T,ptcl

) and L849

is the total integrated luminosity of the data sample and850

BR=0.438 [78] is the branching ratio for tt̄ events with851

exactly one of the W bosons, from the decay of the tt̄852

pair, decaying to an electron or a muon or a ⌧ lepton.853

The corrections that are applied to the p
T,ptcl

vari-854

able correspond to similar steps as the ones described to855

derive d�
t

¯

t

/dp
T,ptcl

. They are derived from the nom-856

inal Powheg+Pythia tt̄ sample. First, the factors857

f i

ptcl!parton

correct the p
T,ptcl

spectrum, on a bin-by-bin858

basis, for the tt̄ events that fulfill the fiducial particle-859

level selection requirements, but fail to satisfy those for860

the parton-level selection. The distribution of f i

ptcl!parton

861

is shown in Fig. 3(b).862

Hadronization e↵ects relating p
T,parton

to p
T,ptcl

are863

corrected with the same matrix unfolding procedure used864

for detector e↵ects. This migration matrix Mparton,k

part,i

865

is derived from simulated tt̄ events using the nominal866

Powheg + Pythia sample and is shown in Fig. 4(b)867

for the combined `+ jets sample.868

A final bin-by-bin e�ciency correction factor869

fk

parton!ptcl

is applied in bins of p
T,parton

to correct870

the result from the particle-level to the partonic phase871

space. The distribution of fk

parton!ptcl

is shown in872

Fig. 5(b).873

To test the consistency of the two steps derivation,874

the value of d�
t

¯

t

/dpk
T,parton

is also obtained by directy875

correcting the p
T,reco

distribution to the parton-level ac-876

cording to:877

d�
t

¯

t

dpk
T,parton

=
Nk

parton

BR�XkL =
1

BR�XkLfk

parton!reco

X

j

(M�1)parton,k
reco,j

f j

reco!parton

(N j

reco

�N j

reco,bgnd

),

(5)878

where the selection and background subtraction are per-879

formed at the detector-level as in Eqn. 3. The factors880

f j

reco!parton

correct the p
T,reco

spectrum, on a bin-by-bin881

basis, for the tt̄ events that fulfill the reconstruction selec-882

tion requirements, but fail to satisfy those for the parton-883

level selection. Then the p
T,reco

distribution is corrected884

with the same regularization scheme used above, but885

based on a migration matrix Mparton,k

reco,j

relating p
T,reco

to886

p
T,parton

. Finally, the factor fk

parton!reco

corrects for the887
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pt
T [GeV] d�(tt̄)/dpt

T [fb/GeV] Stat. Unc. [%] Total Unc. [%]
300 - 350 61 ± 2.8 ± 23
350 - 400 28 ± 2.4 ± 22
400 - 450 13 ± 3.1 ± 27
450 - 500 6.2 ± 3.8 ± 28
500 - 550 3.1 ± 4.5 ± 29
550 - 650 1.2 ± 6.7 ± 31
650 - 750 0.37 ± 11 ± 35

750 - 1200 0.046 ± 14 ± 37

Table 4: Parton-level di↵erential cross-section, with statistical and total uncertainties, as a function of
the top quark pT decaying hadronically.
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Figure 6: Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candidate
pT. Powheg+Pythia, Powheg+Herwig, MC@NLO+Herwig and Alpgen+Herwig predictions are com-
pared with the final results. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL inclusive cross-section
�tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. Electroweak corrections are not applied to the Powheg+Pythia prediction. The lower
part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC prediction and the data. The shaded area include the
total statistical plus systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 7: Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadronically.
Powheg+Pythia, Powheg+Herwig, MC@NLO+Herwig and Alpgen+Herwig predictions are compared
with the final results. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL inclusive cross-section �tt̄ =

253+13
�15 pb. Electroweak corrections are not applied to the Powheg+Pythia prediction. The lower part

of the figure shows the ratio between the MC prediction and the data. The shaded area include the total
statistical plus systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 8: Relative uncertainties on d�tt̄/dpi
T,ptcl (a) and d�tt̄/dpi

T,parton (b). The category “Total” in-
cludes all the uncertainties described in Sec. 7 and 9.4 and the main contributions are also shown sepa-
rately. The uncertainties are symmetrized such that only the positive components are shown here.
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803 the theoretical calculations within uncertainties. The total
804 uncertainty is dominated by systematic sources as dis-
805 cussed in Sec. IX.
806 The unfolded distributions are also shown compared to
807 different MC generators in Fig. 8. ALPGEN and MC@NLO
808 use HERWIG for parton shower and hadronization, while the
809 PDFs are different as mentioned in Sec. IV, and POWHEG is
810 shown interfaced with both HERWIG and PYTHIA.
811 The covariance matrices for the normalized unfolded
812 spectra due to the statistical and systematic uncertainties are

813displayed in Table VI. They are obtained by evaluating the
814covariance between the kinematic bins using pseudoexperi-
815ments simultaneously in both the eþ jets and μþ jets
816channels and combining them as described in Sec. VIII B.
817The correlations due to statistical fluctuations are shown
818in Appendix B. They are evaluated by varying the data
819event counts independently in every bin before unfolding,
820propagating the statistical uncertainties through the
821unfolding separately for the eþ jets and μþ jets channels,
822and then performing the combination of the two channels.
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F8:1 FIG. 8 (color online). Normalized differential cross sections for the (a) transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying top quark
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T) and the (d) absolute value of the rapidity (jytt̄j) of the tt̄ system. Generator

F8:3 predictions are shown as markers for ALPGEN+HERWIG (circles), MC@NLO+HERWIG (squares), POWHEG+HERWIG (triangles), and
F8:4 POWHEG+PYTHIA (inverted triangles). The markers are offset within each bin to allow for better visibility. The gray bands indicate the
F8:5 total uncertainty on the data in each bin. The lower part of each figure shows the ratio of the generator predictions to data. For ptt̄

T the
F8:6 POWHEG+PYTHIA marker cannot be seen in the last bin of the ratio plot because it falls beyond the axis range. The cross section in each
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F8:8 sections in the last bins includes events falling outside of the bin edges, and the normalization is done within the quoted bin width. The
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Figure 9: (a) Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candi-
date pT and (b) Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadron-
ically, both compared to the Powheg+Pythia predictions with and without electroweak corrections ap-
plied. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL inclusive cross-section �tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. The
lower part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC prediction and the data. The error bar on the
data points (figure above) and the hashed area (figure below) include the total statistical plus systematic
uncertainties.

these figures to compare it on equal footing with the other generators7. All generators produce a top pT
spectrum that is harder than that observed in the data, with a discrepancy generally increasing with pT.
At particle-level, the cross-section is overestimated by approximately up-to 30% for MC@NLO+Herwig
and Powheg+Herwig, 50% for Powheg+Pythia and 70% for Alpgen+Herwig. The level of MC mis-
modeling is approximately the same at both particle- and parton-levels for Powheg+Pythia. However,
the level of data/MC agreement is changed significantly when going from particle- to parton-level for the
other MC generators, in particular for Powheg+Herwig and Alpgen+Herwig. This can be expected since
the comparison of these two generators with Powheg+Pythia dominates the parton-level signal modeling
uncertainty.

The measured di↵erential cross-sections are compared in Fig. 9 to the predictions of Powheg+Pythia
with and without the electroweak corrections applied. Although the electroweak corrections lead to a
softer pT spectrum, the e↵ect is too small to bring the prediction in agreement with data. The mea-
sured di↵erential cross-sections are also compared in Fig. 10 to Powheg+Pythia predictions using either
the HERAPDF [75] or CT10 PDF sets, and two di↵erent values of the Powheg hdamp parameter. The
electroweak corrections are not applied for this comparison. The hdamp parameter, which e↵ectively
regulates the high-pT radiation in Powheg, is set to hdamp = 1 in the default sample. An alternative
value of hdamp = mtop is also attempted, which reduces the amount of hard radiation and is observed to
improve the data/MC agreement by up to 10%. A larger improvement is obtained by using the HER-
APDF set instead of CT10, which improves the data/MC agreement by up to 20% approximately. The
Powheg+Pythia prediction that provides the best description of the data is the one that simultaneously
employs the HERAPDF set and hdamp = mtop. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the comparisons at
both particle- and parton-levels.

7But we note that the unfolding procedure been extracted from the Powheg+Pythia sample with electroweak corrections
applied. This correction a↵ects the reported cross-section by less than 2%.
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Figure 9: (a) Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candi-
date pT and (b) Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadron-
ically, both compared to the Powheg+Pythia predictions with and without electroweak corrections ap-
plied. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL inclusive cross-section �tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. The
lower part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC prediction and the data. The error bar on the
data points (figure above) and the hashed area (figure below) include the total statistical plus systematic
uncertainties.

these figures to compare it on equal footing with the other generators7. All generators produce a top pT
spectrum that is harder than that observed in the data, with a discrepancy generally increasing with pT.
At particle-level, the cross-section is overestimated by approximately up-to 30% for MC@NLO+Herwig
and Powheg+Herwig, 50% for Powheg+Pythia and 70% for Alpgen+Herwig. The level of MC mis-
modeling is approximately the same at both particle- and parton-levels for Powheg+Pythia. However,
the level of data/MC agreement is changed significantly when going from particle- to parton-level for the
other MC generators, in particular for Powheg+Herwig and Alpgen+Herwig. This can be expected since
the comparison of these two generators with Powheg+Pythia dominates the parton-level signal modeling
uncertainty.

The measured di↵erential cross-sections are compared in Fig. 9 to the predictions of Powheg+Pythia
with and without the electroweak corrections applied. Although the electroweak corrections lead to a
softer pT spectrum, the e↵ect is too small to bring the prediction in agreement with data. The mea-
sured di↵erential cross-sections are also compared in Fig. 10 to Powheg+Pythia predictions using either
the HERAPDF [75] or CT10 PDF sets, and two di↵erent values of the Powheg hdamp parameter. The
electroweak corrections are not applied for this comparison. The hdamp parameter, which e↵ectively
regulates the high-pT radiation in Powheg, is set to hdamp = 1 in the default sample. An alternative
value of hdamp = mtop is also attempted, which reduces the amount of hard radiation and is observed to
improve the data/MC agreement by up to 10%. A larger improvement is obtained by using the HER-
APDF set instead of CT10, which improves the data/MC agreement by up to 20% approximately. The
Powheg+Pythia prediction that provides the best description of the data is the one that simultaneously
employs the HERAPDF set and hdamp = mtop. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the comparisons at
both particle- and parton-levels.

7But we note that the unfolding procedure been extracted from the Powheg+Pythia sample with electroweak corrections
applied. This correction a↵ects the reported cross-section by less than 2%.
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Figure 10: (a) Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candi-
date pT and (b) Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadron-
ically, both compared to Powheg+Pythia predictions using either the HERAPDF or CT10 PDF sets,
and the Powheg hdamp parameter set to 1 or mtop. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL
inclusive cross-section �tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. The lower part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC
prediction and the data. The error bar on the data points (figure above) and the hashed area (figure below)
include the total statistical plus systematic uncertainties.

11 Conclusions

The di↵erential tt̄ production cross-section in pp collisions has been measured as a function of the
hadronically decaying top quark pT in a high-pT regime, using a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb�1 collected by the ATLAS detector at

p
s=8 TeV data. Boosted hadronically-

decaying top quarks with pT > 300 GeV are reconstructed within large-R jets and identified using jet
substructure techniques. The measured pT spectrum is extended in this analysis with respect to previous
measurements [12, 14–16] and reaches for the first time the TeV scale. A particle-level cross-section
is measured in a fiducial region that closely follows the event selection. The measurement uncertainty
ranges from 15% to 29% and is generally dominated by the uncertainty on the large-R jets energy scale.
Future improvements in reducing this uncertainty would thus be beneficial. A parton-level cross-section
is also reported. The greater reliance on tt̄ MC to correct the data leads to significantly larger sys-
tematic uncertainties than for the fiducial measurement. The measured di↵erential cross-sections are
generally lower than the prediction of NLO and LO matrix-element plus parton shower MC generators
after normalization to NNLO+NNLL QCD calculations of the inclusive cross-section. The discrepancy
is generally found to increase with the top quark pT, with MC predictions overestimating the measured
particle-level cross-section in the highest-pT bin by approximately 30% to 70%, depending on the MC
generator.
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Figure 10: (a) Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candi-
date pT and (b) Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadron-
ically, both compared to Powheg+Pythia predictions using either the HERAPDF or CT10 PDF sets,
and the Powheg hdamp parameter set to 1 or mtop. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL
inclusive cross-section �tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. The lower part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC
prediction and the data. The error bar on the data points (figure above) and the hashed area (figure below)
include the total statistical plus systematic uncertainties.

11 Conclusions

The di↵erential tt̄ production cross-section in pp collisions has been measured as a function of the
hadronically decaying top quark pT in a high-pT regime, using a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb�1 collected by the ATLAS detector at

p
s=8 TeV data. Boosted hadronically-

decaying top quarks with pT > 300 GeV are reconstructed within large-R jets and identified using jet
substructure techniques. The measured pT spectrum is extended in this analysis with respect to previous
measurements [12, 14–16] and reaches for the first time the TeV scale. A particle-level cross-section
is measured in a fiducial region that closely follows the event selection. The measurement uncertainty
ranges from 15% to 29% and is generally dominated by the uncertainty on the large-R jets energy scale.
Future improvements in reducing this uncertainty would thus be beneficial. A parton-level cross-section
is also reported. The greater reliance on tt̄ MC to correct the data leads to significantly larger sys-
tematic uncertainties than for the fiducial measurement. The measured di↵erential cross-sections are
generally lower than the prediction of NLO and LO matrix-element plus parton shower MC generators
after normalization to NNLO+NNLL QCD calculations of the inclusive cross-section. The discrepancy
is generally found to increase with the top quark pT, with MC predictions overestimating the measured
particle-level cross-section in the highest-pT bin by approximately 30% to 70%, depending on the MC
generator.
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